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OVERVIEW
According to the Merrian Webster dictionary, a museum is an 
institution devoted to the procurement, care, study, and display of 
objects of lasting interest or value. It also is a place where objects 
are exhibited. Then an art museum is a museum specializes in art. 

VS

Museum Museum of Arts

How might we use design thinking method to draw more 
audiences to the art museums by considering both the 
museum’s and community’s needs and emerging technology? 

Number of visitors in 2017, in China.

Art Museum

Museum

10 Million

900 Million

RESEARCH DESIGN
DISCOVER PROCESS

The interview is designed to uncover how familiar is the general public to art, the 
reason why they feel reluctant to visit the art museums, and what feature they find the 
most riveting of art museums. To dig out the answers to these questions, I interviewed 
ten individuals working in various industries and visited the Today Art Museum myself. 

FOCUSED 
QUESTIONS

WHAT 
TO KNOW

WHO 
KNOWS

COLLECTION 
METHOD

The persona’s understanding 
of art and familiar is she/he 
with the subject matter. 

Visitor
Researcher
Art Student

Interview

What kind of strategies 
has the art museums 
use to attract visitors?

Which strategy is useful and 
which is not.

Publishor 
Museum 
Employee

Interview

Experience from 
planning to leaving of 
the last visit.

Which section of the 
exhibition bores the 
audience, and which part 
draws the most interest.

Visitor
Researcher
Art Student

Interview

How appreciation of 
art affects people’s 
willingness to go to an 
exhibition?

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

I interviewed ten individuals working in various industries and visited the Today Art 
Museum myself. 

People think art as 
an esoteric subject 
because they have 
scant exposure to it. 

People lost interest in 
exhibitions because 
they do not resonate 
and work description 
can help with it.

Unelaborate work 
description makes 
artworks hard to 
understand.

INTERVIEW

Juyuan Ding
Mother of one/ Computer 

“I used to know nothing about art, but I find that viewing many artworks helps 
me to develop my aesthetic appreciation. I appreciate the museum’s education-
al intention and effort, but I would like to see it hold more family events and 
more elaborated work descriptions. ”

Bing Li
Artist

“I visit shows to get more exposures and build connections. I learn the 
most from artist talk and artwork descriptions. ”

Qiang Wang
Art student

“Other than the appearance of artwork, I would most appreciate learning 
the concept behind it. I love to go to openings or whenever there are the 
most people so that I can know more art lovers and promote works of my 
own.”

THOUGHTS

Artists need 
connections which 
the Art Museum 
has tons of. $

RESEARCH QUESTION

DESIGN OPPORTUNITY

People are more willing to visit a general museum than an art 
museum regardless of their similarities. Therefore, the topic of the 
project is drawn as how might we invite more people to visit their 
local art museums?

A place where objects are exhibited Museum specializes in art

For art museums with limited traffic, young 
talents who seek to get more publication, and 
community that is unfamiliar with art with scant  
Art Space is an intermediary mobile application 
that links big-name art museums to sponsor young 
talents. It provides more exposure for artists as 
well as increases the public’s exposure to art. 
Consequently, with built up familiarity and test in 
art, the general public will find the art museums 
more interesting to visit.  



IMMERSON EXPERIENCE MAP
The primary research is conducted by me asking people to describe their experience 
at the Today Art Museum and recorded my visit there. 

Before During After

COMPETITORS

All the traveling advising 
applications offeres travel 
options and promotions of 
the latest art events. The 
applications also provides sneak 
peak of the show as well as 
sections for viewers to leave 
feedbacks. 

Several government-owned art museums 
developed their own narrator applications. 
Moreover, there are separate developers 
selling related products in the app store. 
However, the Today Art Museum does not. 

The museum located in an artsy area 
but there are very few art exhibitions or 
exhibited nearby.

Visitors are able to leave comments of the 
show and subscribe to the artist and the 
museums. 

INSIGHTS

The applications all offer 
the reliable reference for 
people who are familiar or 
have interest to view art, but 
people who aren’t may not 
download them at the first 
place. 

People hesitate to revisist partially 
because there are no more fun 
destinations to visit after the museum 
visit.

Among the very small percentage of the 
general public are the ones who actually 
pay a visit to the museum. However, these 
visitors are likely only to be exposed to 
well-established artists and museum-
sponsored ones. 

Artists will gain much publicity one 
sponsored by a well-known institution. 

STAGES

Online 
research

Ask for 
recommandations

Purchase 
ticket

Subscribe to the 
museum  

Before During After

schedule 
visit

View art Visit gift storeCollect 
brochures

Post reviews 
online

Visit nearby stores 
and galleries

The secondary research involves an analysis of the pros and cons of the products the 
persona uses and the most popular products. 

Secondary 
Research

Primary 
Research

FEELING

DOING

INSIGHTS

Interested

Bored

“It is hard to find a good show to go to 
when you don’t know the actual scale of 
the show and what kind of work you will 
see.”

“The Today Art Museum usually doesn’t 
disappoint me. But I hope there are more 
to see.”

“I follow the artist on the show if I like 
them, but I hope to see more works simi-
lar to his/her.”

People are reluctant to travel 
to see a specific exhibition. 
However, it is possible to 
showcase artworks at the 
places they visit routinely so 
that they can be more familiar 
with the art.

People hope to see more artworks 
outside of art museums. 

Many talented artists want exposure 
when people also want to see their art. 
And the reason why these artists are 
under-represented is that they are not 
sponsored by the big names.

locates in Beijing contemporary art private/ non profit small exhibition sapce little touristy sight 
nearby

far from city center

Observation



By analyzing the data collected by research, the 
synopsis is that some people have limited exposure 
to art that leads to them repelling going to view art. 
Moreover, the ones who are keen to learn more 
about art only have access to the renowned names 
yet emerging talents are rarely introduced. 

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENTAFFNITY DIAGRAM
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SOLUTION

For art museums with limited traffic, young talents 
who seek to get more publication, and community 
that is unfamiliar with art with scant  Art Space is an 
intermediary mobile application that links big-name 
art museums to sponsor young talents. It provides 
more exposure for artists as well as increases the 
public’s exposure to art. Consequently, with built up 
familiarity and test in art, the general public will find 
the art museums more interesting to visit. 

How to incorporate art into people’s daily lives in 
order to increase their exposure to it and draw 
more people to visit an art museum. 
How to promote emerging artists.
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JOURNEY MAP

Community View art and 
nearby exhibitions 
on Art Space

View arworks 
in local shops 
and stores

Get familiar with 
contemprary art

Post reviews 
on Art Space

Visit Museums

Artist Create artworks Post artworks 
on Art Space

Being sponsored 
by local museums

Artwork lent 
to local shops 
and sotres

Earn rents

Museums Create official account 
in Art Spece

Sponsor artworks Work with 
local shops

Gain publicity 
and have more 
visitors

Exhibit affordable art in stores and shops
Rent art by young talents who are 
sponsored by big the named museums.



WIREFRAME

HOME

For Museums: Discover the talents ...

Artworks/ info
Artist
Upload/ Scan code
Search
Likes
Profile
Settings
Messages

ARTWORK

Artworks/ info
Location
Sponsor Museum
Artist
Recommendations
Profile
Settings
Messages
Home
Search
Likes

ARTIST

Artist
Works/ info
Follow
Contact

MUSEUM

Artworks/ info
Sponsored Artists
Follow
Contact

For Artists: Manage and promote your art ...

MY FROFILE

Following
Followers
Posts
Artworks/ info
Messages
Setting
Upload
Scan code

FINANCE

Name/ Description
Current balance
Analysis
Numbers
Most recent deals
Upload
Scan code
Search
LIkes

REQUESTS

Museum requests
Message
Search
Start a message

SETTINGS

My page
Finance
Shipping
My cart
My orders
Preference
Help



NEARBY SCAN CODE CART SHIPPING

Nearby
Map
Stores
Artwork location
Current location
Scan code
Zoom
Search

Scan code
Work description

Artworks/ info
Price
Total amount
Checkout

Artwork/ info
Addresses
Process
Contact seller

For the general public: Get the details of or rent artworks for your business ...

FUTURE PLAN
I initiated the project to practice UI and UX, which I am unfamiliar with. 
I decided to do an art related project for my familiarity with the target 
audience of the field. Being an artist, I observe the current issues of the 
art industry. I learned by myself how to conduct researches, make Hi-Fi 
models, and make wireframes. I have a basic understanding of the design 
process that involves research, research analysis, evaluate the needs of all 
steak-holders, and finally, come out with the most suited solutions.


